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TSU Alumnus, Kathy Sapp to Receive Honor

Kathy Sapp, TSU alumnus and executive producer for Fox 26, will be honored by the Honey Brown Hope Foundation as part of Women’s History Month. This event will take place Saturday, March 14 at 11:00 a.m. at the Jesse H. Jones Conference Center at the Power Center - 12401 S Post Oak Rd. The guest speaker for this event will be Kathy Williams, VP & Director of News--Fox 26 KRIV-TV and master and mistress of ceremonies will be Jose Griñán and Damali Keith news anchors for Fox 26 KRIV-TV.

Kathy Sapp has over a decade of rolling credits under her belt. This television veteran’s experience has lead her from the newsroom to the courtroom as the Executive Producer of the nationally syndicated court show, “Judge Alex”. For seven years, Sapp has been producing nationally syndicated court shows and television pilots for 20th Television. In her new position, she is responsible for the overall strategy, development and execution of the “Judge Alex” show now in its 5th season.

When it comes to making groundbreaking television ideas a reality, Kathy Sapp is regarded as one of the country’s most stellar broadcast producers. She most recently produced and worked on the development of Fremantle Media’s reality home makeover series, “Property Ladder”. The series is broadcast on The Learning Channel (TLC) and is now in its 3rd season. Sapp also produced LaToya Jackson for CBS Network’s primetime reality celebrity-cop show “Armed & Famous.” She was one of the top producers of the series.

Sapp’s ability to forecast and stay on the pulse of what’s hot and fresh in the television industry has proven fruitful in all of her endeavors. She is sought after as a consultant/producer on television talk show pilots, reality series and documentaries.
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